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Test connector systems for protective relays  
and automatic grid switching in medium and high 
voltage systems
Let’s connect.
Energy
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Use of test systems
for the switch cabinet

in medium and high-voltage systems
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Weidmüller has been intensively involved in the 
development of test connector systems for more than 
30 years now. 

The products have been continuously improved in close 
cooperation with customers from protection and power 
supply engineering industry. In line with the growing safety 
and user-friendliness requirements, the simple test terminal 
has been developed over the years into a sophisticated test 
connector system and efficient test procedure, named WIPRO  

T
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380 kV

G

The main task of protective systems is to maintain the power 
supply of unaffected system sections in the event of a fault in 
the power supply grid. Protection technology thus embraces 
the selection, measurement, adjustment and testing of 
various protective systems.

The testing of protection systems  
essentially consists of:
1. Commissioning (initial testing)
2. Primary testing with testing of the operate values
3. Functional testing from excitation to triggering

These tests are performed with protective testing 
devices that are looped into the signal, current 
and voltage circuits of the protective relay for this 
purpose. Due to the constant increase in the 
demand for electric power, an ever-increasing 
number of power grids with protective systems 
are coming on stream. In this connection, 
measures to reduce maintenance outlay and save 
time are urgently required. And it is precisely this 
requirement that is addressed by the advance 
WIPRO test connector system. Discover the 
benefits of WIPRO for your system in the follow-
ing pages.
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Advanced WIPRO test connector system
More functions and less time required for commissioning and maintenance

A new feature of this test connector is the  
2 different contact pin lengths, which are visible 
even when plugged in. With these different 
contact variations, it is possible to stagger the 
establishment or interruption of contact to 
current, voltage and signal circuits.

The lead sealing option prevents tampering with 
the test connector system and thus securely 
protects against unauthorised access.  
A useful feature for use in measurement and 
balancing circuits.

The development is in response to the high 
 potential for error with conventional test discon-
nect terminal technology. Incorrect application 
and human error lead to enormous expenditure  
of time and money. 

The development of the power connector, in 
 partnership of protection specialists from trans-
mission and distribution grid operators, was  
in itself a groundbreaking innovation. The test 
 disconnect terminal interface supports a wide 
 variety of measuring scenarios in current and 
 voltage conversion, all in a single compact system. 
Basic functions such as automatic shorting or 
lengthwise disconnection are pre-integrated. 

WIPRO represents the continuous development  
of test connector technology. The dual-component 
 systems consists of a permanently integrated 
base unit and a separate test connector. Thanks to 
its modular design, WIPRO is suitable for a wide 
range of applications. Contact is established  
with the test connector poles via cable lugs or 
plugs (4-mm or safety test plugs). Tension clamp 
and clamping yoke connections can be mounted  
on the base unit.

The task:

Looping in protective test equipment  
for commissioning, primary testing and 
functional testing. Reduction of time 
expenditure and potential errors.
 
The solution:

 •  Standardised interface 
 • Fault-free connection due to coding  

of connectors according to the various 
protection types or protective relays

 • Rapid establishment of contacts in 
the power circuit

 • Prevention of inadvertent tripping
 • Rapid operational readiness 

of the protective test equipment
 • Retrofittable on top-hat rail or 

front installation with single system
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Functional description
of the test terminal strip

This means that the protective relay is in a test 
mode during the test and all signals generated 
during the test at the serial interface (VDEW/ZVEI 
blockage [Germ. Elec. Indust. Fed./Centr. Elec. & 
Electronic Indust. Fed.]) are interrupted.

This procedure allows for the protection testing 
equipment stipulated in the Guidelines for Protec-
tive Systems to be used without disconnecting  
the wires [1]. This makes an important contribution 
to the reliable operation of protective systems and 
to uninterrupted service in electrical transmission 
and distribution grids.

The test terminal strip in its form as an installed  
or attached variant is used in the switchgear 
cubicle (secondary technology) or in the protec-
tive cabinet, and is connected between the 
switching gear (current and voltage transformers, 
signal and triggering circuits) and the protective 
device. 

Coded test connectors are used to separate the 
con nections between the switching gear and the 
protective device without causing any interrup-
tions and to connect the testing equipment to the 
protective relay. Using the extended contact pins 
mounted on the right, the control signals for the 
circuit breakers and the signalling are interrupted 
in advance. Furthermore, the current transformers 
on the plant side (a-side) are shorted and the 
current and voltage transformer lines running to 
the protective relay are disconnected. The test 
variables can therefore be routed to the b-side 
facing the protective relay or the test signals are 
received. In addition, the voltage supply to a 
binary input is interrupted at the protective relay. 

[1] VDE Technical Specification, test connector systems for protective installations (version 03/2007)
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The control signals for the circuit breaker and 
signaling are initially interrupted in advance by  
the first contact level Furthermore, the current 
transformer is also automatically shorted. The 
tests can now be performed on the protective 
relay side. 
In addition, the voltage supply to a binary input  
is interrupted at the protective relay. This means 
that the protective relay is switched to a test mode 
for the duration of the test. 

This simple procedure ensures reliable protection 
and a safe test process. The time-consuming 
disconnection of wires is now a thing of the past. 

WIPRO consists of 2 units: the fixed base unit  
and the individually configurable test connector. 
Thanks to its modular design, WIPRO offers 
various numbers of poles. As VDE standard, these 
are 7, 14 or 19 poles. Optionally are available 
variants in 5, 10, 12, 15 and 17 poles. Two 
measurement lines can be connected to each 
pole.

Each test connector is clearly assigned to the base 
unit. When the connector is inserted into the test 
socket, the connections between transformers 
and protective relays are separated and the testing 
equipment is connected to the protective relay. 

Example illustration

Dual-component system for simple, safe tests
Modular design with numerous potential applications
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Mounting or installation
base unit with two assembly options

The base unit has been designed for two different 
installation types. It can be simply mounted on a 
TS35 mounting rail or in the wall cutout. The latter 
solution can be implemented without any prob-
lems with a wide range of wall thicknesses. 

The base unit is provided in the required delivery 
form; however, it may be modified on site by 
trained specialists. 

Delivery form 1 is suitable for mounting on a TS35 
mounting rail. In this case, the disconnection 
element is mounted on the opposite side of the 
conductor connection. 

Delivery form 2 has been developed for mounting 
in the wall cutout. In this case, the disconnection 
element is mounted on the conductor connection 
side.

Wall cutout installation 
for the cabinet frame

Rail mounting
to facilitate retrofitting
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Base unit
modular in construction

As an optical guide when inserting  
the connectors, the top, left code is 
always coloured orange.
Different coding pin forms meet all 
conceivable coding requirements.

The WIPRO base unit can be protected 
against incorrect rewiring by an easy to 
apply lead seal. To this end, tampering 
protection is positioned over the 
connections and then lead-sealed.
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Longitudinal bridging is possible in  
the base unit as an option. In the 
delivered condition, the bridges are  
not accessible.

The base unit offers numerous options 
for marking. The markings are made  
ex works but can also be retrospectively 
changed if required.

Optional available protective cover 
provide reliable protection of the base 
unit against dirt and damage. 
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Flexible configuration of the test connector
by standard bridges

The ex works coding of the connector 
and base unit prevent the connector 
from being plugged in the wrong way 
round or to an incorrect base unit. The 
codes are designed such that it is 
impossible to connect the connector 
incorrectly. To guide the user when 
inserting the connectors, one of the four 
coding elements is coloured orange.

Coding of base unit and test connector

Connections for test connectors:

 • PS4 or PS4 safety plug
 • Ring cable lug
 • Fork cable lug

Two measurement lines can 
be directly connected to each pole
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The test connector is equipped 
with longitudinal and/or 
transverse bridges, depending 
on the application.  
In the delivered state, the 
bridges are not accessible.

Offset arrangement of test 
socket for improved orientation

Test connector bridge

The test connector has 
numerous marking options.  
These are implemented 
ex-works, however, they  
can be modified later, as 
required. 
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Leading contact pins in 2 levels 
automatic test connector feed-through for each application

A special WIPRO feature is the two different 
contact pin lengths. This makes it possible to 
implement two different contact levels, which  
are adjusted individually ex works.

The individual contact levels are also clearly 
visible in the plugged-in state. 

The triggering path to the circuit 
breakers and the transmission paths 
between the protective relay and  
field are then separated with the 1st 
contact level. 

A

Signal

L+

L-

y4y1

OFF ON
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The 2nd contact level is used to 
separate the voltage transformer  
circuit, for example and at the same 
time the current transformer circuit is 
shorted and separated.

Every test connector can be  
adjusted in two contact stages  
A & B (delivered state cannot  
be changed).

Base unit
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Automatic locking 
Unlocking the base unit and connector in 2-hand operation

The test connector and the base unit are locked 
together automatically when the connector is 
attached. The lock is released by pressing the 
orange buttons simultaneously.
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The 1-pole test plug is designed for additional  
test measurements, such as in load testing.  
Any number of test plugs can be arranged 
side-by-side, even when turned 180°. Multi-pole 
blocks can be individually assembled from the 
modular components.

Example illustration

Looped in measurement of single-pole test plug

Normal operation Test operation

Current flow

Protective relay Protective relay
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Advanced WIPRO test connector system
More functions and less time required for commissioning and maintenance

In high and medium voltage switching systems  
for power generator, transmission and  
distribution grid operators, as well as industry  
Overloads, ground faults and short circuits  
detected by the installation of suitable protective 
equipment and tripped by circuit breakers.

According to DIN VDE 0105, both new systems 
and modifications/extensions to existing systems 
must be tested before initial commissioning.  
In addition, electrical systems must be tested at 
regular and appropriate intervals.

Testing is performed by supplying the test 
variables generated by a secondary test device 
such as current, voltage, impedance and fre-
quency to the protective relay and by testing the 
resulting output signals. To this end, the test 
variable supply is previously connected directly  
to the protective relay or the test variables are 
subsequently supplied via the terminal strip.  
There is a risk that errors are made when con-

necting the test devices, due to signal emission 
circuits being overlooked, incorrect test connec-
tions being made or neglecting to close the pulse 
emission or transformer circuits after testing.  
The consequences are unintentional triggering 
and greater time expenditure on protective relay 
testing, as well as protection failures and hazards 
for personnel and transformers due to faults in  
the closure of bridges on the terminal strip.

Recommendations have been issued by VDE-AK 
Grid Protection Thuringia for connection circuits 
as an application aid. The recommendations 
provide information on the connection of the 
protective relays to the current and voltage 
transformer, the circuit breakers and the control 
systems. These relate in particular to the connec-
tion to digital protective relays. Circuits for 
electromechanical or static protection can be 
found in [2].

 [2] VDE technical specification, test connector systems for protective devices (version 03/2007)

Table: recommended connections in accordance with VDE-AK Grid Protection application aid Thuringia

Type Intended use

B19 Distance protection for HS

C19 Distance protection in the form of system and busbar protection, overcurrent directional protection, current comparison protection for lines

D19 Electromechanical differential protection for 2 and 3-coil transformers

F19 Digital differential protection for 2 coil transformers, generators, motors and lines

G19 Digital differential protection for 2 and 3 coil transformers

H19 Overcurrent directional protection, distance protection with Q-U-function

A14 Three-stage automatic frequency discharge (AFD), zero current comparison protection, stator and rotor ground fault protection

B14 Distance protection for HS and MS, overcurrent directional protection, voltage control

C14 Overcurrent protection, unbalanced load protection, stator ground fault protection for SS operation

A7 Single system current, voltage and power relay, power measuring and ground fault wiper relay, detuning level controller, 
reverse power protection for generators

B7 Add-on for F19 for 3 coil transformers

E7 Single-stage automatic frequency discharge (AFD), rotor ground fault protection
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Abbreviations used

DC direct current 
Diff differential protection 
E on command 
ED ground fault 
H high 
IL control current 
lo zero current 
Ku coupling 
L general conductor 
L– control voltage – 
L+ control voltage + 
L+A off command + 
L–A off command – 
MS medium voltage side 
N neutral conductor 
OS overvoltage side 
PS test connector 
PSL test terminal strip 
PSS test connector system 
Signal general signal 
 (e.g. message)
SRS switch reserve protection 
SS busbar 
St step 
T low 
US undervoltage side 
VDEW/ZVEI serial interface 
VUW simplified voltage transformer 
–A211  voltage controller
–A371  frequency relay
–F301  distance relay
–F301A  distance relay with controller
–F302  ground fault directional detector
–F311  overcurrent time relay
–F321  transformer differential relay
–F322  line differential relay
–K…  intermediate or ground fault relay
–Q0  circuit breaker
–T1  current transformer
–T5 or –T15  voltage transformer
–T90  cable-type current transformer
–X…P  test terminal strip

Ground fault directional detection with U0 analysis 
Connection example with PSS connection 
VDE-AG test connector system  
(example of application)1

Independent overcurrent protection 
Connection example with PSS connection 
VDE-AG test connector system 
(example of application)1

1 Examples of applications  
No claims are made as to the 
correctness or completeness  
of these examples.  
The responsibility for proper planning 
and application lies with the user.
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MS distance protection 
Connection example with PSS connection 
VDE-AG test connector system 
(example of application)1

Line differential protection with integrated distance 
 protection connection example with PSS connection 
VDE-AG test connector system 
(example of application)1
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Tailored to your requirements
Individual configuration of your protecting equipment

To increase the ease of servicing we offer you individual  
assembled solutions which can be perfectly integrated into your 
existing testing equipment. Our base units and test plugs are 
optimally configured for your protecting equipment while 
meeting current international standards. This ensures an even 
faster and more reliable testing of your applications. 

Components they can be configured: 
• Number of poles (VDE standard variants are 7, 14 and 19 

or optionally 5, 10, 12,15 and17)
• Position of the contact level
• Quantity and position of cross- connections
• Individual marking 
• Color of the test sockets

We offer you a lot of coding  
variants. Define your own one.

1We reserve the right to make technical changes · Printed in Germany · 01/2014 · TAAP

Design-In Planer
WIPRO

1. Customer Name:  _______________________________________________________________________________________

Contact Partner: ____________________________________  Telephone:  ________________________________________

Project Name:  _____________________________________  E-Mail:  ____________________________________________

Weidmüller Contact Person:  ________________________________________________________________________________

Quantity Base Unit:  ________________________________ Required delivery date :     _____________________________  

     Quantity Testing Plugs:  __________________________ ___ Required delivery date:     ______________________________

Quantity Single Pole Test Connector:  _________________     Required delivery date:     ______________________________

2.

☐ Measurement

☐ Others:  _______________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________

Type of protection/ application: 

☐ Differential protection

☐ Distance protection

☐ Overload (UMZ/ AMZ)

☐ Generator

☐ Earth  _______________________________________________________________

3. Primary voltage of system: ______ KV

4. Type of instrument transformers (CT/ VT):

☐ Conventional ☐ Capactive ☐ Merging Unit

5. Installation:

☐  Screw connection ☐ Tension clamp connection

☐ Front door mounting ☐   DIN Rail 35 mm

6. Approvals:  _____________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Actual Solution:  ________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG
Klingenbergstraße 16
32758 Detmold, Germany
T +49  
F +49
 

5231 14-292083
info@weidmueller.com
www.weidmueller.com

Weidmüller – Partner in Industrial Connectivity

9. Coding options - please define your coding! ( A7, A14, B7, B14, B19, C14, C19, F19, G19 and I19 are defined VDE standard variants)

 coding

2.

1.

diagram

3. 

B7, 
B14, 
B19

4.

5. 

F19

6.

 I19

coding diagramcoding diagram

7. 

E7

8.

9.

  10.

  11. 

A7,
A14

  12.

  C14,
  C19

  13.

  14.

  15.

16.

G19

5231  14-0 

 

VDE VDE VDE

With WIPRO you have the 
option to select yourself the 
coding of your test connector 
and the associated base unit.

We recommend that you select for each 
WIPRO configuration a different coding, 
in order to avoid confusion of the test 
plug.
Otherwise a potential influence on the 
testing procedure and the connected 
peripheral cannot be excluded.

Find out more about WIPRO at:

www.weidmueller.de/WIPRO

There you'll find more informations and  
the possibility to download the Design-In Planer.

With the help of our Design-
In Planer, you are able to 
create your own individual 
configuration of WIPRO. 
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For a better orientation during the 
measurement, an individual 
coloring of the sockets is possible.

The test connector has numerous 
marking options. These are imple-
mented ex-works, however, they  
can be modified, as required. 

For individual applications the connector can 
be equipped with longitudinal and/or 
transverse bridges. In the delivered state, the 
bridges are not accessible.



Weidmüller – Your partner in Industrial Connectivity

As experienced experts we support our customers and partners around the world
with products, solutions and services in the industrial environment of power,
signal and data. We are at home in their industries and markets and know the
technological challenges of tomorrow. We are therefore continuously developing
innovative, sustainable and useful solutions for their individual needs. Together we
set standards in Industrial Connectivity.

Your local Weidmüller partner can
be found on our website:
www.weidmueller.com/countries

Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG
Klingenbergstraße 16
32758 Detmold, Germany
T +49 5231 14-0
F +49 5231 14-292083
info@weidmueller.com
www.weidmueller.com


